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appropriate activities for the number of students who are participating.

breakfast and lunch will be served at care days. Students will

understanding how fire service are evaluated. Insurance compa-

ties mostly get their information about fire coverage from ISO

have the same meal plan that they have during a regular

school day.

Any Warren County School District student may attend

care days.

Klingsmith said he does not expect to see high school stu-
dents at care days.

"A lot of them are working," he said.
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functional, accommodating sensory needs and range of

mobility needs, the surrounding area has also improved. Shade
covers have been added along with softer surface and mulch.

"This is now where it will be a multiple modality and multiple

mobility playground," said Buck.

There is an option for students

who use wheelchairs to use a ramp to access elements of

playground, so as not to be excluded.

West Elementary also updated its safety features.

"We ripped out some of the things at West that were done

and that didn't meet current playground industry standards," said Buck. "Our population has grown, but our playground

have not."

All told, the project cost is expected to come in around

$270,000.
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trial improvements to Highway 47 between Dutzwol and

Washington, where the road

is prone to flooding due to low elevation and proximity to the Missouri River. The other potential project is sidewalk

upgrades being considered

Warrenton, as well as along Highway J and the I-70 North Outer Road in Wright City.